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ANALIZA PRZYCZYN DEFEKTÓW W UKŁADZIE 

PNEUMATYCZNYM 

Streszczenie: W dziedzinie inżynierii mamy do czynienia z ciągłym strojeniem układów 
mechanicznych drgających skrętnie podczas ich pracy zwłaszcza w zakresie wielkości drgań 
skrętnych. Dlatego stosuje się pneumatyczne stroiciele drgań skrętnych np. pneumatyczne 
elastyczne sprzęgła wałowe. Ze swej istoty sprzęgło pneumatyczne musi pełnić funkcję 
stroiciela i nie może wzbudzić drgań skrętnych. Dlatego, cały system pneumatyczny musi być 
precyzyjnie zaprojektowany i niezawodny. Artykuł prezentuje pospolite przyczyny defektów 
w systemie pneumatycznym, którym musimy zapobiec. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSES OF FAILURES IN A PNEUMATIC 

SYSTEM 

Summary: At our department we deal with continuous tuning of torsionaly oscillating 
mechanical systems during their operation mainly in terms of torsional vibration size, whereby we 
use pneumatic torsional vibration tuners – pneumatic flexible shaft couplings. A pneumatic 
coupling must act as torsional vibration tuner, not exciter. Therefore, whole pneumatic system 
must be reliable. This paper deals with common causes of failures in a pneumatic system, which 
have to be avoided. 
 
Keywords: pneumatic system, causes of failures, prevention. 

1. Introduction 

At our department, the tuning and continuous tuning of torsionally oscillating 
mechanical systems (TOMS) during their operation, mainly in terms of torsional 
vibration size, is the focus of our research in the long term, i.a. [1-8], [10-12]. For this 
tuning and continuous tuning of TOMS we use pneumatic flexible shaft couplings 
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(pneumatic torsional vibration tuners) developed by us. Torsional stiffness of the 
pneumatic tuners can be changed by gaseous media pressure adjustment in their 
pneumatic flexible elements. 

Resonances from individual 
harmonic components of 
excitation (Figure 1) can be 
ejected from the operational 
speed range (OSR) of 
mechanical system by suitable 
value of torsional stiffness k ( 
k2 < k1 < k3) and herewith the 
value of dynamic component 
MD of the transmitted load 
torque can be reduced. 

 

2. The aim of the paper 

A pneumatic coupling at TOMS tuning, i.a. [5], [2] or a pneumatic coupling 
controlled by electronic control systems developed by us at TOMS continuous tuning 
during its operation i.a. [4-8], [10-12], [1], must act as torsional vibration tuner, not 
exciter. Prerequisite is that whole pneumatic system must be reliable, i.e. gaseous 
media tight, permeable and durable. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to specify 
common causes of failures in a pneumatic system, which have to be avoided. 

3. Pneumatic systems used by us 

The complexity of pneumatic systems used by us depends on specific application 
of our pneumatic torsional vibration tuner to a torsional oscillating mechanical 
system. According to Figure 2, we use basically two types of pneumatic systems. 

 

Figure 2. The example of pneumatic systems used by us. Blue: pneumatic system at 

TOMS tuning out of its operation; Blue + red: pneumatic system at TOMS 

continuous tuning during its operation 

 

 

Figure 1. Mechanical system tuning principle 
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3.1. Pneumatic system at TOMS tuning out of its operation 

It is shown using blue color (Figure 2). We can see that such pneumatic system is 
made up of pneumatic flexible elements (most often pneumatic springs) and their 
interconnections. So the compression space of a pneumatic coupling is created. 
Suitable value of gaseous medium pressure in the compression space of pneumatic 
coupling is adjusted out of the operation of a TOMS. In this case, gaseous medium 
pressure cannot be changed during operation of the TOMS. 

3.2. Pneumatic system at TOMS continuous tuning during its operation 

It is shown using blue + red color. Gaseous medium pressure value in a pneumatic 
coupling is controlled during operation of TOMS most often by electronic control 
systems, developed by us. Therefore, a pressure sensor (PS) and electromagnetic 
valves (EMV) for inflation and deflation of a pneumatic coupling need to be used. 
A rotational supply (RS) needs to be used for the interconnection of stationary and 
rotating parts of the pneumatic system. 

3.3. Pneumatic systems design 

For interconnections of pneumatic components, we use most often the push-to-
connect (PTC) pneumatic fittings and polyurethane tubes (Figure 3). On certain 
conditions (Chapter 4), these connections are very durable, reliable and gaseous 
media-tight at present. 

 
 

a) b) 

Figure 3. a) Push-to-connect fitting with tube, b) section view of the connection [9] 

4. Common causes of failures in PTC connections 

According to our experience, the most failures in such pneumatic systems as ours 
can originate just on tubing or in PTC connections due to their incorrect use (Figure 

4). Tube overbending (Figure 4.a) results in its permanent deformation and reduction 
of its cross-section area, which results in gaseous medium flow throttling. Insufficient 
tubing bending radius in the place of PTC connection (Figure 4.b) causes unfavorable 
load of PTC fitting inner parts and tube deformation, which can result in the loss of 
tightness and gaseous media leakages. Insufficient tubing bend can be caused, for 
example, using short tube or unfixed components of pneumatic system, for example 
Figure 5.a. Considerably deformed tube end (Figure 4.c) or considerably askew cut 
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tube end (Figure 4.d) cannot allow proper seal function in the PTC connection or 
could damage the seal inside fitting (Figure 3.b) during assembling. 

 

a) b) 

c) d) 

Figure 4. Common errors using push-to-connect fittings and PU tubes: a) tube 

damaged by overbending, b) insufficient tubing bending radius in the place of 

connection, c) deformed tube end, d) askew cut tube end 

5. Causes of failures in specific pneumatic systems 

Broadly speaking, according to our experiences, it is always better to fix as many 
components of a pneumatic system as possible in order to increase its reliability and 
lifetime, especially the reliability and lifetime of PTC connections and fittings. Mainly 
wear and fatigue damages can be avoided. According to this principle, in Figure 5, 
the improper and the correct, fixed installation of a rotational supply is shown. 

a) b) 

Figure 5. Rotational supply installation: a) improper b) correct 
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In our specific applications, in torsionally oscillating mechanical systems, a 
pneumatic flexible shaft coupling twists due to transmitting a dynamic load torque. 
Therefore, the flanges of a pneumatic coupling torsionally vibrate. When tubing 
arrangements, for example according to Figure 6.a and Figure 6.b left are used, these 
vibration movements are transmitted to the PTC fittings and hoses, so the PTC 
connections are cyclic loaded. Therefore, more suitable solution for tubing 
arrangement of the pneumatic tangential coupling with 4 pneumatic flexible elements 
was shown in Figure 2. For the pneumatic tangential coupling with 3 pneumatic 
flexible elements, the more suitable solution for tubing arrangement is shown in 
Figure 6.b right (intake of all pneumatic flexible elements from one flange). 

 

  
a) b) 

Figure 6. Tubing arrangements in pneumatic couplings: a) pneumatic tangential 

coupling with 4 pneumatic flexible elements (less suitable), b) left: pneumatic 

tangential coupling with 3 pneumatic flexible elements (less suitable), right: 

pneumatic tangential coupling with 3 pneumatic flexible elements (more suitable) 

6. Conclusion 

In addition to above mentioned advices, it is very advantageous to use a covering 
of a pneumatic system, of course where possible. The covering can protect a 
pneumatic system, especially its most delicate parts such as plastic tubes, from: 

 Mechanical damage (perforation, hacking, stumbling and pulling out, etc.), 

 Chemical damage (acids, bases, oil products, etc.), 

 Biological damage (rats, etc.). 
 
Apart from that we have to consider that a compressed gaseous medium, for 

example air may contain for example oil or other contaminants or it may be humid, 
etc. Therefore, either a gaseous medium should be cleaned using filters and separators, 
or the components of a pneumatic system should be resistant.  

 
Last but not least, regular maintenance can reveal some damages and malfunctions 

at the beginning and prevent more serious failures or accidents from happening. 
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